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Concept Searching Launches Sysero Knowledge Suite in the U.S.
Legal Applications That Solve the Challenge of Information Overload and the
Management of Information Capital
McLean, VA – September 8 – Concept Searching, developers of concept based search, automatic
classification, semantic metadata generation, and taxonomy management software have announced the
availability of Sysero Knowledge Suite in the U.S. market. Sysero Knowledge Suite consists of two legal
applications, SyseroKB (Knowledge Builder) and SyseroKS (Knowledge Search). These products are being
delivered to the U.S. market exclusively through Concept Searching Inc. Both were developed utilizing
Microsoft SharePoint and Concept Searching technologies.
SyseroKB is a Knowledge Management System that provides rapid ad-hoc document assembly; template
and clause library management; automatic classification and taxonomy management; integrated
workflow, content validation and approval. A combination of concept and taxonomy based search is
fully enabled within Microsoft Office to aid the legal professional in the creation and reuse of content.
Integration with Microsoft Outlook provides automated workflow review and content lifecycle
management. The application significantly increases the efficiency of lawyers and paralegals in the
document creation process, improving output quality, reducing costs, and increases staff productivity.
SyseroKS (Knowledge Search) provides powerful features for true concept based searching, robust
taxonomy development and management functionality that enhances content access to existing
knowledge repositories. The application integrates with existing document management systems, CRM
systems, internal databases, RSS feeds and external subscription based services delivered in a cohesive
user interface without leaving the Microsoft SharePoint environment. SyseroKS removes the ambiguity
in search through the ability to identify compound terms, or concepts, from within content. Fully
integrated with Microsoft Word, content can be automatically classified when created or optionally legal
professionals can be granted the authority to modify the classifications if needed. Easily customized
‘Know How’ and ‘Know Who’ applications can be quickly deployed resulting in increased organizational
agility.
“The flexibility of our technologies to address a variety of business needs is apparent in the Sysero
Knowledge Suite. The legal industry’s most important asset is information capital. When information
can not be found or managed intellectual rework and sub-standard performance results, increasing
costs and reducing profitability. Sysero Knowledge Suite addresses recognized challenges in the legal
industry and enables organizations to more effectively access, utilize, and manage their content assets,”
said Martin Garland, President of Concept Searching. He continued, “The use of Microsoft SharePoint
and our technologies provide the framework to deliver quantifiable benefits by addressing key issues
facing law firms. Unique capabilities such as the automatic extraction of compound term metadata and
automatic classification from within Word and the ability to use a concept based search from within
Word to find content overcomes significant hurdles facing many organizations, regardless of the
industry. Coupled with concept base search and robust taxonomy tools fully integrated with Microsoft

SharePoint the applications solve real problems.”

About Concept Searching
Founded in 2002, Concept Searching’s software products deliver advanced search, auto-classification,
taxonomy management and advanced metadata tagging solutions from the desktop to the enterprise.
Concept Searching is the only statistical metadata generation and classification software company in the
world that uses concept extraction and compound term processing to significantly improve access to
unstructured information. Headquartered in the U.K. with offices in the U.S. and South Africa, Concept
Searching solves the problem of finding, organizing, and managing information capital. For more
information
about
Concept
Searching’s
solutions
and
technologies
please
visit
www.conceptsearching.com.
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